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The New Urban Landscape Outline 

 
 
 Introduction 

a. New perspective on urban form and culture in 19th century America 
i. What is the appropriate physical form of cities? 
ii. What elements should be included in expanding cities? 

b. Cities built to serve commerce; growth of public transportation causes growth – growing need to 
provide open spaces for health and recreational reasons 

c. “Nature” identified with a pastoral or domesticated environment – the  “middle landscape” (rus in 
urbe – “the country in the city” as the desired physical expression) 

d. Regret of the gridiron coupled with inevitability of urban growth 
e. Rhetoric of sanitary reform and republicanism; moral superiority of nature and domesticity 
f. New perception of “city in the country” 

i. Repudiates commercial city – want of more openly built environment 
ii. New middle-class conception of the city and its possibilities 
iii. Break with older patterns of city form: attempt to achieve differentiation of space and 
land use within the city 

g. Rural cemeteries of 1830’s offer an early option for urban public space/recreation 
h. Development of suburbs – seen as an escape, break with gridiron development 
i. Concern for maintaining social order – parks not only an aesthetic issue, new political/social 

ideology 
j. Questions: Were promoters of the new urban landscape imposing their own middle class (elitist?) 

values and behaviors on urbanites?  Were the spaces provided of the kind that residents actually 
needed? 

k. The new urban landscape did not remake the city or solve the problems – but it did make a 
creative and enduring contribution to the practice of city building 

 
Part I—Changing Conceptions of Urban Form 
 

1. Chapter 1—Flawed Visions: The Lessons of Washington and New York 
a. Decision to move seat of national government from metropolitan Philadelphia to then-rural 

Washington D.C. in 1800 
i. Plan of new city to reflect agrarian/republican national aspirations 

ii. Rejection of the concept of the new capital as a metropolis 
iii. Reflection of a deep cultural ambivalence about cities and their place in “Nature’s 

Nation” 
iv. Attempt to create a European-scale capital with classical imagery 

b. Rejection of the city as an ideal form of civilization 
i. Cities seen as threats to republican institutions (general distrust of landless, dependent 

poor) 
ii. Independent farmer as the “true” republican 

iii. Jefferson’s equation of agriculture with the moral health of the nation 
c. L’Enfant’s design for Washington, D.C. 

i. No provision for industry; requirement that houses be brick and stone 
ii. Avoidance of traditional colonial urban development, especially density of building and 

commercial character 
iii. D.C. a disaster – no sound economic foundations, no money to implement the plan, no 

urban form, no amenities 
iv. “City of magnificent intentions,” “a town gone on a visit to the country” 
v. Location of capital in D.C. determined future polycentric nature of U.S. 

vi. Rejection of European tradition of metropolitan leadership – reflection of belief that the 
U.S. was, and should remain, an agrarian nation 

vii. One-dimensional city; separation of government from leaders in other fields of endeavor 
viii. Haphazard development; little influence on plans of later cities 



d. Gridiron plan for New York City 
i. Plan a reassertion of commercial function as basis for urban form/culture 

ii. Special commission established street grid for both municipal and private lands – state 
gave cities power to create a final, conclusive plan 

iii. No deviation from grid; limited recreational spaces set aside 
iv. Problems: crosstown streets too narrow, lack of alleys limited access, lots created narrow, 

deep buildings, plan ignored topography, no flexibility 
v. Plan as a monument to primacy of commercial and speculative values – all about buying, 

selling, and improving real estate 
e. NYC and D.C. two extreme alternative directions for the 19th century American development of 

urban form and culture; one too grandiose and monumentally civic; one too limited and 
commercial – lack of foresight to cause future problems 

 
2. Chapter 2—Toward a Redefinition of Urban Form and Culture 

a. Creation of “dichotomy in American thought” regarding the city 
i. Changing perception of nature - an American expression of Romanticism 

ii. Beginnings of a “modern city culture” 
b. By 1825, agrarian stability succumbed to the “spirit of unrest” – American characteristics of 

mobility and instability a growing cause of distress 
i. Transition from subsistence to commercial agriculture 

ii. Traditional agrarianism dissolves into nostalgia, appreciation of natural scenery instead 
of the “rigors of agriculture” 

c. Nature as a source for inspiration – not a place for hard work, but for contemplation, tranquility, 
renewal 

d. Critics fault the city because it is not the country – deprived residents of nature 
i. Reasoning that absence of nature in cities was source of poor health, poor morals, and 

insanity 
ii. Rural life as virtuous counterpart to the city  

iii. Country as a place to “escape the tenements and the unhealthy and immoral influences of 
city life” 

e. Few actually moved out of cities; in reality, it was the other way around 
i. 1820-60: mass urbanization, rise of industrial city (congestion, poverty) 

ii. City praised by some as illustrative of human accomplishment 
f. Public expressions of new duality in attitudes toward city and country 

i. Emerson’s writings as an expression of reconciliation between the romantic hostility 
toward the urban experience and the growth of cities 

ii. Thomas Cole’s “The Course of Empire” expresses pastoral state of development as the 
“best” – a balance between man and nature 

g. The new urban landscape seeks to remedy its lack of “country” characteristics by bringing large 
expanses of rural beauty into the city itself 

h. Landscape architects seek to design parks that “combine the rural with the artificial in cities” – 
“charming bits of rural landscape” 

 
3. Chapter 3—The Didactic Landscape: Rural Cemeteries 

a. Rural cemeteries as the first physical expression of changing urban form/culture 
i. New attitude toward domesticated nature emerging in landscape painting, literature, and 

the debate over urban form 
ii. Need for publicly constructed and maintained parks to bring country into city 

b. Abandonment of traditional urban interment, creation of peripheral cemeteries 
i. Changing conception of death – permanent, private graves 

ii. Urban burial grounds overcrowded, poorly maintained 
iii. Inner-city land too valuable to be used as cemeteries any longer 
iv. Gases emitted from graves thought to be a public health threat 
v. Romantic belief that impact of scenery could ease mourning 

c. Mount Auburn Cemetery created in Boston (1831) 
i. Rural cemetery combined with experimental garden/horticultural society 



ii. Site noted for its “beautiful and romantic scenery” 
iii. Improved with art, curving pathways, “picturesque” style of landscaping 
iv. Pilgrims from other towns visited; called the “Athens of New England” 
v. Popularity such that admittance eventually had to be limited 

d. Mount Auburn’s success encouraged leaders in other cities to create rural cemeteries 
i. 1835: Laurel Hill in Philadelphia – “natural” landscape style 

ii. 1838: Green-Wood Cemetery in Brooklyn – views of New York Harbor 
iii. In 1849, Downing noted that “there is scarcely a city of note in the whole country that has 

not its rural cemetery” 
e. Rural cemeteries as illustrations of Victorian aesthetic ideals 

i. Spaces for contemplative recreation 
ii. Alternative to formal rectangularity in landscape design 

iii. New goal of art as stimulating a mental impression in the viewer 
iv. Egyptian-revival gateways – associations with cultural strength, durability, sublimity, 

history – admiration of accomplishments of earlier civilization 
v. Lavish attention and great expense spent on monumental decoration 

f. Rural cemeteries possessed the “double wealth of rural and moral associations” 
g. Stood as pastoral counterpoints to the urban environment (curvilinear vs. gridiron) 
h. Introduction to “natural” landscape gardening 
i. Overpopularity soon marred the contemplative intent 
j. Success of rural cemeteries provides a model for the creation of public parks 

 
Part II—The Evolution of the Urban Park 
 

4. Chapter 4—The Ideology of the Public Park 
a. Creation of public parks within cities gaining momentum as a Western movement 
b. Importance of open spaces to public health 

i. 1832 cholera epidemic, belief in miasmas, impure air as a cause 
ii. Public parks become known as “the lungs of the city,” a contrast to cramped, stale 

working quarters/factories 
iii. Realization that traditional public squares inadequate on their own for recreational 

purposes, air circulation 
c. Realization of existing parks’ inadequacy 

i. Startling rate of urban growth 
ii. Belated recognition of state of urban squalor – large, dependent working class 

iii. Fear for a civilization in which so many people were cut off from nature 
d. American admiration of European parks 

i. Regret of lack of foresight in American city planning (European cities historically 
incorporate open spaces – royal estates, etc.) 

ii. Self-esteem of nation as a republic at risk – competitive feelings 
iii. Lack of American parks for all classes of people (as in Europe); desire to cultivate similar 

social benefits 
e. Parks’ curvilinearity of “natural landscape” as a new urban symbolism 

i. Sharp contrast to straight lines and right angles of gridiron 
ii. Greatest possible contrast to scenes and artificiality of the city 

f. Downing’s 1851 design for public grounds at Washington, D.C. as the confluence of sanitary, 
recreational, scenic, and reformist ideas; also the first application of the maturing theory of public 
parks – three main purposes: 

i. To form a national park, an ornament to the capital city 
ii. To influence the country’s taste with an example of the natural style of landscape 

gardening 
iii. To form a public museum of living trees and shrubs 

g. In 1853, New York City adopts Downing’s suggestion of a centrally located park; Olmsted and 
Vaux follow in the design tradition of Downing, with modifications 

i. Olmsted saw Downing’s contributions to the park movement as “gardening,” not 
necessarily park-making 



ii. Believed that parks should be a natural (or at least seemingly natural) landscape 
iii. Parks as the antithesis of the confining conditions of the urban gridiron (the country 

within the city) 
 
5. Chapter 5—The Naturalistic Landscape: Central Park 

a. Construction of Central Park beings in NYC in the late 1850’s 
b. Creation of a “naturalistic” landscape 

i. Appearance so natural, many thought the landscape had been altered little 
ii. Site had previously been swampy and covered in squatters’ shacks 

iii. In the end, the park was an entirely man-made environment 
c. Urban conditions cause cultural leaders to rethink the elements of the city  

i. Concern for landmarks, urban scale (identity, placemaking) 
ii. Traffic congestion worsening as distance from country increases 

d. Political controversy surrounds creation of Central Park 
i. Issues of land acquisition, expenditure, lucrative patronage opportunities in construction, 

local/state government relations become strained 
ii. Republican state legislature takes control of park from Democratic city government in an 

early instance of an attempt to eliminate machine rule 
iii. State-appointed Board of Commissioners of the Central Park created 

e. Significance of public competition for park design 
i. First such competition to determine major public landscape design in U.S. 

ii. Involved most talented designers practicing at the time 
iii. Texts of competition entries and surviving plans provide a record of what 19th century 

Americans thought a public park should be 
f. Competition entries: didactic vs. naturalistic 

i. In most plans, the works of man (architecture, sculpture, engineering) dominated the 
natural landscape – pastoral/didactic landscape design 

ii. In Olmsted and Vaux’s Greensward plan, large expanses of natural beauty demonstrated 
the antithesis of urban conditions 

g. Winning “Greensward” entry by Olmsted and Vaux 
i. Primary intent to create an expanse of rural beauty within the urban environment 

ii. Equally artificial but seemingly natural environment in manmade city 
iii. Thick boundaries of trees screen buildings, Croton reservoir from view 
iv. All structures placed in one corner of the plan to maximize rural expanse 
v. Landscape elements arranged to enhance impression of spaciousness – a suggestion of 

“freedom and repose” to refresh overcrowded urbanites 
h. Significance of Greensward design – Olmsted’s ideals 

i. Rejection of public health rationale; naturalistic recreation ground as a combination of 
landscape and art “to meet deep human needs” 

ii. Unconscious influence of pastoral scenery upon visitor 
iii. Felt that exertive recreation would interfere with the quiet contemplation of scenery 
iv. Creative response to New York’s dramatic growth after 1845 – approximation of scenic 

country beauty within the city 
v. Instrument of social and moral progress – park as a republican institution that would 

“combat the forces of barbarism that existed not only in the slaveholding south and on the 
frontier but in American cities as well” 

i. Reactions to park design 
i. New York Herald: “Nothing but a huge beer garden for the lowest denizens of the city” 

ii. Olmsted: the park exercised “a distinctly harmonizing and refining influence over the 
most unfortunate and lawless classes of the city” 

iii. Park Commissioners:  some wanted a more formal plan with more structures 
j. Controversy over Richard Morris Hunt’s designs for the gateways 

i. Intended to frame the park – to turn it into more of a garden/less of a park 
ii. Design for grand entrance – massive paved plaza, fountain, sculptures, etc. 

iii. Vaux writes publicly in defense of the park’s original conception; wants change from city 
to country to be instantaneous (no grand entrances) 



k. Challenge to Olmsted’s ideas about unconscious influence of natural scenery remain; traditional 
belief in education through a didactic landscape persists 

 
6. Chapter 6—Cities and Parks: The Lessons of Central Park 

a. “A Park is but one of many public improvements that serve to give character to a city.” –Frederick 
Law Olmsted and Calvert Vaux 

b. Central Park led to other cities closely watching NYC’s example 
c. “Parkomania” swept the nation 
d. Public health justification for park development 
e. Philadelphia’s Fairmount Gardens 

i. Utilization of the existing beauty of the area 
ii. Separation of city and park—evidenced by edges and roadways 

iii. Philadelphia noted that Central Park increased surrounding value and issued bonds based 
on tax increment to acquire additional land 

iv. By 1870, land in Fairmount Park equaled 2648 acres 
v. Several factors led to piecemeal planning of the park, including the 1876 international 

exhibition 
f. Olmsted defined three types of activities generally associated with parks 

i. Enjoyment of scenery 
ii. Athletic events 

iii. General education from museums and zoological and botanical gardens 
g. Baltimore 

i. Mayor Thomas B. Swann and the Baltimore American began pushing for a park 
ii. City joined streetcar funding to park acquisition (1 cent of every ride to parks) and in the 

first nine months of 1863 city earmarked $35,624 
iii. Commission purchased Lloyd Roger’s 517-acre estate for park use 
iv. Howard Daniels assigned to improve the park (he had come in 4th place in the Central 

Park competition) 
v. Work began on Druid Hill in 1860 and was especially noteworthy for its trees 

vi. A police force was hired to guard and educate users about the park 
vii. The park became “a scene of rural beauty where they might escape the noise of the 

hammer and the smoke of the furnace and the workshop.” 
h. Brooklyn 

i. First lots in Brooklyn Heights sold in 1823 
ii. Brooklyn evolved quickly from village to city, while realizing the inadequacy of public 

spaces 
iii. Success of Central Park inspired similar undertaking 
iv. NY state legislature approved Prospect Heights site and an east NYC parade ground 
v. The Mount Prospect Park site, however, was awkward, bisected by Flatbush Ave. 

vi. City employed civil and topographical engineer Egbert L. Viele who, despite a grand 
statement of intent, was unable to overcome the difficulties of the site 

vii. Viele proposed separating Flatbush Ave. from the park with a double row of trees 
viii. In 1865, Vaux and Olmstead were brought in to create a new park plan and suggested 

abandoning the land east of Flatbush Ave. 
ix. Olmstead and Vaux defined two purposed of a city park: 

1. Contemplation of “scenery offering the most agreeable contrast to the rest of the 
town.” 

2. Provide opportunities for all classes of people to meet on an equal basis   
x. Designed Prospect Park with a pastoral scenery and took advantage of the site’s 

topography 
xi. Included a lake providing for fishing, boating and ice-skating 

xii. Prospect Park showed the lessons learned in Central Park design including the location of 
a parade ground and the propriety of structures within the park 

xiii. “…greatest lesson of Central Park was that by itself the park was inadequate to the task 
of refining and civilizing America’s cities.” 

 



7. Chapter 7—Parks, Parkways, and Park Systems 
a. In 1870s, Central Park too far away to be enjoyed by the masses: “for practical every-day 

purposes… the Park might as well be a hundred miles away.” 
b. Creation of concept of “pleasure drive”—part of articulation of concept of extending the benefits 

of parks throughout the city 
c. Look at larger city planning concepts (of which parks were only one element) 

i. Improvements in public transportation 
ii. Separation of work and home 

iii. Alternatives to the gridiron form 
iv. Creation of parkways 

d. In Buffalo, Olmsted and Vaux had the opportunity to create a master park plan with parks and 
parkways 

i. First superb example of comprehensive park planning in the US 
ii. “The Park” (Delaware Park) principal feature 

iii. Additional smaller parks 
iv. System of 200-foot wide, tree-lined roads uniting the three parks 
v. Development of Parkside suburban development 

e. Chicago 
i. Very different example than Buffalo 

ii. Debate: should parks be a naturalistic or an educational and associational landscape? 
iii. H.W.S Cleveland (landscape architect) attempted to define the debate with pamphlet The 

Public Grounds of Chicago: How to Give them Character and Expression 
iv. However, legislative acts establishing the parks system appointed two separate 

commissions, neither of which selected Cleveland 
v. Olmsted, Vaux & Co were chosen for the south park; William LeBaron Jenney selected 

for the west parks 
vi. Two separate parks commissions resulted in parks grounds that were not complimentary 

vii. Chicago’s flat landscape led to different types of parks than the eastern cities 
f. Boston 

i. City acquired Public Garden and issued a competition for designs 
ii. Prize awarded to George F. Meacham, whose plan was closer in intent to Fort Greene 

Park and the Washington Mall, than the naturalistic landscape 
iii. This park was more of an extension of the city 
iv. After the Civil War, the city realized that it needed a much larger park 
v. Park commission acquired the site for the Fens and invited Olmsted to oversee the 

improvements 
vi. Olmsted later designed the West Roxbury site (Franklin Park) 

vii. Focus on creating the Emerald Necklace for Boston 
viii. After 1890 began a more metropolitan approach—Eliot recommended that the system 

embrace five types of areas—oceanfront beaches, the shores and islands of the bay, tidal 
rivers and estuaries, large expanses of native forest, and smaller parks in the built areas of 
the city. 

ix. Boston’s metro park system “marked the culmination of the evolution of the naturalistic 
urban landscape in nineteenth-century America.” 

x. Other commendable park systems 
1. H.W.S. Cleveland’s proposal for Minneapolis 
2. Olmsted’s plan for Atlanta 

xi. What began as a vague and generalized believe that parks protected public healthy and 
provided recreational opportunities, evolved from an “associational and educational space 
that was essentially an extension of the city into a naturalistic landscape… the antithesis 
of the urban environment.” 

 
Part III—The New Urban Landscape 
 

8. Chapter 8—Urban Decentralization and the Domestic Landscape 



a. Central Park, as a result of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, athletic fields, skating rinks, statues, 
carousels, and playgrounds, became a dramatically different place than that conceived of by the 
designers 

b. Olmstead and Vaux platted large new areas within the city as appropriate for middle-class homes 
c. Their solution to the congested, corrupt and filthy neighborhoods in the city included parks, 

parkways and openly built residential neighborhoods 
d. New transportation systems “literally turned the city inside out, making possible the separation of 

residential and commercial neighborhoods, enabling the rich to move to homes in the suburbs, 
while the poor huddled in increasingly congested downtown areas” 

e. While at first only those with carriages (the wealthy) could afford to live outside the walking city, 
transportation systems changed this 

f. The railroad caused concentration of activity, and also resulted in urban decentralization and the 
separation of uses 

g. For the most part, the suburbanization of America’s cities followed the gridiron pattern of the 
urban areas 

h. Some designers believed that if the suburbs were going to take characteristics of the country, they 
should have winding roads, not gridded streets 

i. Notable early planned communities 
i. Evergreen Hamlet (Pennsylvania 1851) 

ii. Llewellyn Park (New Jersey 1857) 
iii. Irving Park (New York 1859) 

j. Riverdale (Illinois) 
i. Connected by railroad to Chicago 

ii. Designed by Olmsted and Vaux 
iii. Planned broad pleasure drive supplementing the railroad—a grand promenade that would 

be the “umbilical” cord to urban life (Chicago) 
k. Most suburban development, however, was as unplanned as the city 
l. Flight to the suburbs led to people turning away from the problems of the city and its less 

fortunate residents 
 

9. Chapter 9—The New City: A House with Many Rooms 
a. Olmsted realized the ability of mass transportation systems to allow for a new type of life, with 

more “elbow-room” for people 
b. In Olmstead’s view, cities provided distinct advantages in terms of education and cultural 

institutions; specialization of labor, services and sanitation also all contributed to the superiority of 
cities to the country 

c. Olmstead castigated the gridiron and pointed out its negative effects on Manhattan 
d. Olmstead believed that commercial and residential neighborhoods should be separated—he chose 

the efficient home as a metaphor for the modern city 
e. Olmstead and Vaux had opportunities to design several subdivisions, the plans of which did not 

reach implementation 
i. Manhattan north of 155th St. 

ii. Staten Island 
f. Olmstead and John James Robertson Croes created a plan for the Bronx 

i. Key plan elements (proposed) included adaptation of streets to the natural topography, a 
multipurpose land use pattern, separation of commercial traffic from recreational drives 
and pedestrian paths, and a comprehensive transportation system 

ii. City ultimately didn’t want to invest the money in implementing Olmstead and Croes’ 
plans and only in terms of park development did the area take shape according to their 
plan 

 
10. Chapter 10—Transformation: The Neoclassical Cityscape 

a. Henry W. Bellows (1861) writes about Central Park as a testament to American democracy 
b. Bellows considered the reformation of the land in the center of Manhattan an example of the 

evolving civilization in the east (as opposed to the tree cutting in the west) 



c. In Bellows’ view, “the park was a large and handsome, yet accessible expanse of nature 
scientifically designed to meet the daily needs of the urban population.” 

d. The park was not an expression of anti-urbanism, but a complementary element in the complex 
city fabric 

e. At this time, city life was becoming more healthful with sanitary systems, urban transportation and 
fire prevention techniques 

f. Bellows equated civilization with urban life 
g. Railroads impact provided ‘consolidation in towns and cities’ and a scattering of population to 

outlying areas 
h. Like Olmsted, Bellows believed that a metro area must provide for three ways of life: 

i. Compactness necessary for a city’s economy 
ii. Open spaces of the country 

iii. Middle ground of the suburb (which “provide the optimal surroundings for domesticity”) 
i. New urban landscape involved planning parks, parkways, park system, suburbs and residential 

neighborhoods in urban subdivisions 
j. US was becoming a nation of contrasts, with disparities in income and quality of life in the cities 
k. Manhattan example of fragmentation of discrete neighborhoods divided by economic use, race, 

class and ethnic origin 
l. Park design example of the battleground to redefine cities—example of changes to Prospect 

Park—the adding of recreation as opposed to a naturalistic environment 
m. Rise of monumental city space and the White City model 
n. This City Beautiful movement was recasting parks and the rest of the urban environment 
o. Transformation of Prospect Park and the relocation of many NYC cultural institutions “stand for 

metaphors for the new conception of urban form that dominated civic culture at the end of the 
nineteenth century.” 

p. Example of City Beautiful influence giving dignity to Washington DC 
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Biography—David Schuyler 

 

David Schuyler is Arthur and Katherine Shadek Professor of the Humanities and Professor of 
American Studies at Franklin & Marshall College, where he has taught since 1979. A native of 
Newburgh, New York, Schuyler received the Ph. D. in history from Columbia University, where 
his dissertation was awarded the Richard B. Morris Prize. Professor Schuyler is author of A City 
Transformed: Redevelopment, Race, and Suburbanization in 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, 1940-1980 (University Park: Penn 
State University Press, 2002), Apostle of Taste: Andrew Jackson 
Downing 1815-1852 (Baltimore and London: The Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1996) and The New Urban 
Landscape: The Redefinition of City Form in Nineteenth-
Century America (Johns Hopkins, 1986), co-editor of From 
Garden City to Green City: The Legacy of Ebenezer Howard 
(Johns Hopkins, 2002), and co-editor of three volumes of The 
Frederick Law Olmsted Papers, the most recent of which is The 
Years of Olmsted, Vaux & Company, 1865-1874 (Johns 
Hopkins, 1992), as well as author of more than twenty articles 
in books and professional journals. 

Schuyler is Associate Editor of the Journal of Planning History, 
is an advisory editor of the Creating the North American Landscape series at The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, and is a member of the editorial board of the Olmsted Papers publication 

project. He is chair of the Pennsylvania State Historic 
Preservation Board, serves on the board of directors of the 
Center for American Places, is a member the National 
Advisory Committee of Olana, the Frederic E. Church house 
and grounds, which is a New York State historic site, and is 
past president of the Society for American City and Regional 
Planning History. 

Schuyler is recipient of the Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback 
Foundation Award for distinguished teaching (1994), the 
Bradley R. Dewey Award for scholarship at Franklin & 
Marshall (2003), and the Lawrence C. Gerckens Award of the 
Society for American City and Regional Planning History for 
distinguished teaching (2003). 

Sources:  
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Critical Reception 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The New Urban Landscape: The Redefinition of City Form in Nineteenth-Century America, by David 
Schuyler, is praise for the author’s ability to reinterpret the relationship between nineteenth American 
ideals and their manifestation in the resulting landscape.  Putting a new spin on the wealth of scholarship 
already amassed regarding Frederick Law Olmsted and Central Park, Schuyler’s perspective places the 
parks movement in a larger cultural context, and explores both the ideology that drove the changing 
cityscape and its design applications.1  Jon Teaford (Reviews in American History) commends the book as 
“the best single volume on nineteenth-century park development…no existing work describes the origins 
and evolution of the naturalistic vision as capably…”2 The book is especially noted for its tight focus, 
logical organization, and straightforward arguments. 
 
The book traces the evolution of the republican agrarian ideal into that of the pastoral, “middle” landscape 
that became the basis for park design.  Schuyler carefully explains the close relationship between concepts 
of what was considered “rural” and how they interacted to form the concept of the park.  He effectively 
dispels the myth that the rural/suburban ideal was inherently anti-urban;3 numerous well-illustrated 
examples are given of how the new parks were meant to complement the urban environment and to serve as 
a counterpoint to the daily experience of the city. 
 
The foremost criticism of The New Urban Landscape is that with this book, Schuyler has created a 
veritable “Ode to Olmsted.”  Schuyler is one of the editors of the Olmsted Papers, but this does not 
necessitate his “disturbingly uncritical”4 account of Olmsted’s accomplishments.  One reviewer observes 
that “indeed, Olmsted looms so large in this whole story that his name could have appeared in the title.”5  
Several reviewers would like to see Schuyler question the merit of Olmsted’s achievements in a more 
critical manner.  Absent from the text are explorations of how Olmsted’s designs for wealthy suburbs laid 
the groundwork for class-segregated cityscapes and why his designs have not stood the test of time, being 
significantly modified in the twentieth century (or never having been built in the first place). 
 
Schuyler is also criticized for oversimplifying the causes of the phenomenon that he is depicting.  For 
example, one sentence in the book links the abandonment of Olmsted’s curvilinear street plan for the 
gridiron in the Bronx as having “contributed to the eventual deterioration of the South Bronx into one of 
the city’s worst slums.”6  However, the implementation of similar compact right-angled grids also 
produced some of New York City’s finest and most fashionable neighborhoods.7

 
Similarly, Schuyler fails to give a face to the actors in the story that were not landscape designers or 
architects.  The “cultural leaders” so often mentioned as having influenced the reform of urban spaces are 
never fleshed out as characters, and it is difficult to understand the political and social motivations these 
players may have had.  Furthermore, he does not question the representation (or lack thereof) the urban 
masses received throughout this transformation of the cityscape.  Schuyler does not discuss whether or not 
the landscape reformers were sufficiently considerate of the needs of the majority of city inhabitants, or 
whether Olmsted and the other landscape designers were simply imposing their own middle-class 
preference for pastoral scenery over active recreation and social congregation onto the larger population.8

 
Overall, The New Urban Landscape was received as a solid, informative contribution to the studies of 
landscape architecture and urban social history.  In Schuyler’s attempt to keep the book focused, he perhaps 
focuses too much on Olmsted and too little on the other citizens affected by the evolution of urban open 
spaces.  However, this does not detract from the book’s achievements; it simply invites further study. 

                                                 
1 Orser, 551. 
2 Teaford, 660. 
3 Sies, 1059. 
4 Teaford, 660. 
5 McGreevy, 90. 
6 Schuyler, 178. 
7 McGreevy, 91. 
8 Orser, 554. 
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The New Urban Landscape 
Discussion Questions 

 
 

• What forces engendered the styles of planning and construction of urban form in 
L’Enfant’s Washington, D.C. plan and the Commissioners Plan of 1811 for New 
York City?  What was learned as a result of their implementation? 

• Why was the rural cemetery a model for early park design?  Which of their 
characteristics were found desirable, and how were they manifested in the design 
of urban parks?  

• How did Olmsted and Vaux’s winning competition entry for Central Park 
represent the changes that had been occurring in American society in the 19th 
century? 

• How did urban park planning evolve between Central Park in Manhattan and 
Prospect Park in Brooklyn? 

• How did the earliest planned communities relate to these park models? 
• Schuyler describes Olmstead and Croes’ Bronx plan as “the most complete 

articulation of the vision of a new urban landscape.” What elements of the plan 
contribute most to this characterization? 

 
 



city street grid:
Based on the “lessons learned” from the street grid layouts of New York City and Washington, D.C., how would 
you design a street grid for a nineteenth-century American city?  Be prepared to explain the reasoning behind 
your design.

(if it helps, consider: commercial/residential/industrial uses; open spaces, monumentality vs. functionality)

rural cemetery:
What would you consider to be the design of an “ideal rural cemetery” based on the needs and ideals of the typi-
cal nineteenth-century American city?  Be prepared to explain the reasoning behind your design.

(if it helps, consider: didactic contemplation, private burial sites, stimulating artwork, spectacular views)



suburban subdivision:
How would you design an early suburuban subdivision?  Take into consideration the reasons for their creation 
in the nineteenth-century American city.  Be prepared to explain the reasoning behind your design.

(if it helps, consider: connection to the city, grid vs. “naturalistic” layout, access to open space)

urban park:
Taking into consideration the differing opinions about the form of the early urban park (picturesque, didactic 
landscapes vs. naturalistic landscapes), how would you, in the form of a park design, repsond to the physical 
and social conditions of the nineteenth-century American city?  Be prepared to explain the reasoning behind 
your design.

(if it helps, consider: “lungs of the city,” naturalistic vs. formal landscaping, needs of inner city residents)
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